Our Story
Timeline

2000

Andersen 400 Series and
200 Series product lines
are introduced.

1903

Andersen becomes the first window
and patio door company to win the
EPA award as an Outstanding
ENERGY STAR® Homes Manufacturer Ally.

1926

Fred Andersen is granted his first
patent, involving a specially-cut
groove that enables builders to
adapt one standard frame for
multiple opening sizes.

1932

The master casement window becomes the
first completely assembled window unit in
the industry.

2002

2022

Exclusive strategic relationship
with The Home Depot begins.

1999

Andersen originates the ‘two bundle’ method.
The method allows windows to be assembled
onsite in as little as 10 minutes.

Andersen adds storm doors, custom
windows, and entry doors to product
offering by acquiring EMCO Enterprises
and KML Windows Inc.
L

Andersen Corporation was founded as
Andersen Lumber Company on August 1, 1903.

1905

2001

1999

Renewal by Andersen
opens its headquarters
and assembly plant in
Cottage Grove, MN.

2005

1966

Andersen invents the Perma-Shield® cladding
system that revolutionizes the window industry
by creating an entirely new category of wood
windows called clad-windows.

2018

Eagle Window & Door
is acquired, leading to
the E-Series product
line available today.

The introduction of the patented
Easy Connect Joining System.

2008

Andersen introduces
100 Series windows and doors.

2018

1991
Andersen invents Fibrex® composite
material, combining the strength of wood
and low-maintenance of vinyl. Fibrex is 2X
stronger than vinyl and exclusive to Andersen.

Andersen invests in transparent solar
technology developer, Ubiquitous Energy,
the world leader in transparent photovoltaic
technology that converts light into electricity.

*

2008

Andersen introduces A-Series
windows and patio doors.

Andersen acquires Heritage Windows and
Doors, a manufacturer of custom, high-quality
aluminum windows and doors.

2017
Fenêtres MQ Inc.,
a luxury window and
door manufacturer, is
acquired by Andersen.

1952

The Andersen Flexivent®
window unit is introduced.
Within two years, Andersen’s
business will double and
employees will increase from
500 to more than 1,000.

*When 100 Series products were tested against five leading competitors’ painted vinyl window products.

2013
Andersen acquires Weiland Sliding Doors
and Windows, further expanding into
the specialty big doors segment.

